Thank you for using the Burkardt Center to assist in your analysis. We appreciate your business. Please be aware that all work performed by the NKU Burkardt Consulting Center should be acknowledged in scholarly reports, presentations, posters, papers, and all other publications.

**Format for the acknowledgment**

- Please acknowledge us as "Northern Kentucky University Burkardt Consulting Center – Highland Heights, KY". Below is an example of what might appear in the acknowledgements section of a manuscript or poster:

  Statistical analysis and interpretation were completed with the assistance of the Northern Kentucky University Burkardt Consulting Center – Highland Heights, KY.

**Why acknowledge us**

- Proper acknowledgment provides a visible measure of the impact of the BCC and as such can help to play a role in future funding of the center.

**When to acknowledge us**

- Any time the BCC provides services that support your research.
- If a staff member has made a significant intellectual contribution beyond routine statistical analysis, please consider co-authorship.

**Where to acknowledge**

- Scholarly reports
- Presentations
- Posters
- Papers
- Publications
- Other publicized work